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arbarian has been making rugby jerseys
since 1981 and even to this day, many
people do not know that we actually
knit our own fabric and manufacture
the garments right here in Canada.
We employ not only locally, but we also
use dozens of suppliers from all over
North America, including the use of
the world’s highest grade cotton grown
in the U.S. Delta Region.
In celebration of this, we have used our
plant as the fitting back drop for our 2015
catalogue photo shoot which showcases
our product and the many machines
responsible for producing these garments.
Our ability to make short custom
production runs grew from our capacity to
make traditional - on field - game cotton
jerseys… no other fashion worn rugby
shirt on the market today
can make that claim.

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

SINCE 1981
SPORTS WEAR

TRULY
AUTHENTIC

Synonymous with
quality and built
to game day
specifications,
Barbarian is one
of the few truly
authentic brands
of rugby apparel.
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Our most popular stripe pattern is based on
the original rugby shirt designs of the late
1800s with large bold 4 inch stripes.
These shirts are sewn from the finest quality
12 oz knit cotton and made to authentic game-day
specifications, featuring reinforced classic
plackets, underarm patches, reinforced neck,
seamless stretch cuffs and rubber buttons.
Customize these designs and create your
own distinctive look with over 40 colours
and hundreds of stripe patterns. Visit our
ShirtBuilder at: www.Barbarian.com

4 inch STK 003
(White / Red)

4 inch STK 200
(White / Kelly)
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4 inch STK 167
(Black / Coal)

4 inch STK 190
(White / Maroon)

4 inch STK 014
(White / Royal)

4 inch STK 124
(Oxford / Navy)

4 inch STK 201
(White / Purple)

4 inch STK 002
(White / Navy)

4 inch STK 191
(Black / Dark Red)

4 inch STK 015
(Gold / Navy)

4 inch STK 004
(White / Bottle)

4 inch STK 146
(Navy / Dark Red)

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

CLASSIC WEIGHT
12 oz cotton

OUR CLASSIC
4 inch STRIPE

4 inch STK 117
(Navy / Orange)

4 inch STK 199
(White / Black)
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Often referred to as The Rugby Stripe, this traditional
design allows teams to incorporate their third team
colour and provides ample room for logo placement.
This tri-colour jersey is well suited for many school,
team and corporate colour palettes.
These shirts are sewn from the finest quality
12 oz knit cotton and made to authentic game-day
specifications, featuring reinforced classic plackets,
underarm patches, reinforced neck, seamless stretch
cuffs and rubber buttons.
Collegiate STK 090
(Navy / White / Ash)

Collegiate STK 022
(Navy / White / Red)

Collegiate STK 024
(Black / White / Gold)

Collegiate STK 009
(Navy / White / Gold)

ACADIA
New for this year, the Acadia design was
inspired by the traditional Collegiate
jersey with smaller profile stripes for
a more subtle retro look.

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

CLASSIC WEIGHT
12 oz cotton

COLLEGIATE

These shirts feature the same
high quality construction and
design as the shirts above.
Customize these designs
or any of our shirts
on ShirtBuilder,
www.Barbarian.com

Acadia STK 212

(Ivory / Scarlet / Navy)

Acadia STK 209

(Ivory / Black / Maroon)

Acadia STK 211

(Oxford / White / Maroon)

Acadia STK 210

(Oxford / White / Pink)

Custom Orders?
No problem... just ask!

C

ustomize your jersey and create your own distinctive look with
our extensive cotton palette of over 40 colours and hundreds
of stripe patterns. With as few as 24 pieces, you can customize your
jersey to suit your team, school or corporate identity. Because our
manufacturing is done here in Ontario, Barbarian is able to have
your custom order delivered within weeks.
Visit ShirtBuilder at: www.Barbarian.com, check out our
customization pages or call us toll free at: 1-800-465-1139
for help in creating your own unique jersey.
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Our newest design is an
evolution of our original
Berkeley, now with
thinner stripes.
These shirts are sewn
from the finest quality
12 oz knit cotton and made
to authentic game-day
specifications, featuring
reinforced classic plackets,
underarm patches, reinforced
neck, seamless cuff design
and rubber buttons.

Niagara STK 217

(White / Dark Red / Black)

Niagara STK 216

(Grey / White / Pink)

Niagara STK 215

(White / Gold / Navy)

SOHO
Soho is characterized
by a bold tri-colour
horizontal stripe
pattern.

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

CLASSIC WEIGHT
12 oz COTTON

NIAGARA

These shirts feature
the same high quality
construction and design
as the shirts above.
Visit ShirtBuilder on-line
and have fun designing
different colour combinations
of the Soho stripe pattern.

Soho STK 213

(White / Dark Red / Navy)

Soho STK 214

(Oxford / White / Purple)

Soho STK 161
(Black / White / Red)

100% Natural Cotton grown
right here in North America!

T

he best way to make a quality garment is to start with a quality
material. Our complete line of rugby garments, knitted in our
Ontario plant, feature 100% North American cotton.

Our supplier is the renowned Shuford Yarns of North Carolina.
Originally founded in 1880, Shuford Yarns supplies some of the finest
cotton available. Harvested from the famed fields of the US Delta
region where the rich soil conditions and favorable weather produce
the most sought after cotton in the world.
We are proud to work with Shuford Yarns, a supplier with such
heritage, tradition and commitment to quality.
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Make them
your own

Modelled after our most popular classic
design, this ‘made for women’ jersey,
is specially tailored for a petite female
physique and features our open cuff
design and proportioned
3 inch stripe pattern.
These shirts are sewn from the finest
quality 12 oz knit cotton and made to
authentic game-day specifications
featuring reinforced classic placket,
underarm patches, reinforced neck
and rubber buttons.

Barbarian is proud
to offer a full line
of custom
embroidery
services.

Ladies LADY 19

Ladies LADY 20

Ladies LADY 15

(White / Pink)

(White / Columbia)

(White / Navy)

Our in-house
custom services
feature banks of
computerized
embroidery
machines
and over 90
colours of
thread that allow
you to create your
own distinctive look
with turn-around
times that are sure
to please.

SOLIDS
This traditional design features a
single colour which is perfect for
embellishments and for the
understated casual and
sporty appearance.
These shirts feature the same
high quality construction
and design as the shirts
above but with the
added elasticized cuff.
Solid STK 037
(Black)

SOLID STK 018
(Navy)

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

CLASSIC WEIGHT
12 oz COTTON

LADIES

SOLID STK 038
(Bottle)

CARDIGAN
What University bookstore would be complete
without the classic lettermen Cardigan?
Enhanced with school and team insignia, this
classic becomes an essential piece to every
graduate’s wardrobe. And with the ability to
change colours, sleeve and waistband stripe
patterns, the Cardigan can be made as
unique as the school itself.
Vintage is back... see page 20-21 for
customizing and embellishments.
Made with the same pre-shrunk 12 oz knit
cotton as our other classic weight garments.
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Cardigan CAR 001
(Navy / White)

Cardigan CAR 005
(Maroon / Oxford)

Cardigan CAR 006
(Coal / Black)

Cardigan CAR 002
(Navy / Gold)
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Show your patriotism with these exclusive matching
themed jerseys and rugby hoodies, embellished with
the national flags of the leading rugby nations.
The jersey is featured in the new Acadia stripe
while the rugby hoodie is represented in the
119 stripe pattern. Both shirts are sewn from our
finest quality classic weight, pre-shrunk cotton.
The World Rugby® logo can be added
to any of these World Collection
jerseys at no additional cost!
Canada WOR 038 - WOR 039

USA WOR 036 - WOR 037

Ireland WOR 032 - WOR 033

New Zealand WOR 030 - WOR 031

Scotland WOR 028 - WOR 029
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Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

CLASSIC WEIGHT
12 oz COTTON

WORLD RUGBY®
COLLECTION

England WOR 034 - WOR 035
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The Rugby Hoodie is loose fitting and a casual alternative to
the classic rugby style jersey. And unlike many alternatives
on the market, these have a fully lined hood that give
them great body, colour and shape.
For your custom order; the lining in the hood
also covers up the “ugly” side of the embroidery
…a small detail making a big difference.
See ShirtBuilder to pick another stripe
pattern and design your own.

Rugby Hoodie RHD 507
(Black / Coal )

Rugby Hoodie RHD 503
(Dark Red / White)

Rugby Hoodie RHD 501 Rugby Hoodie RHD 502
(Navy / White)

(Navy / Gold)

KANGAROO
POUCH
HOODIES
These traditional style
hoodies offer a quality
draw-string and a
kangaroo style
pouch. Simular to
the rugby hoodie,
the fully lined hood
gives it great body,
colour and shape
while at the same
time covers up the
“ugly” side of the
hood embroidery.

Hoodie HOD 123

(Navy / White / Dark Red)

Hoodie HOD 129
(Coal / White / Pink)

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

CLASSIC WEIGHT
12 oz COTTON

RUGBY HOODIES

Hoodie HOD 121

(Navy / White / Gold)

See ShirtBuilder to have
fun designing your own
with unlimited colour
combinations.

Hoodie HOD 128

12

(White / Pink)

Hoodie HOD 127
(White / Columbia)

Hoodie HOD 125
(White / Navy)
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Our lighter-weight cotton shirts make it easy to wear long sleeves
in the summer and create a comfortable layered look year-round.
This year’s collection has a light coloured body with bold stripes
that make these jerseys ideal for the placement
of school, team or corporate identity.
Made with the finest soft 8 oz knit
cotton, the Casual weight collection
is a popular alternative to the
classic weight product line.

Acadia CAS 221

(White / Coal / Pink)

Acadia CAS 218

(White / Gold / Navy)

Acadia CAS 220

(White / Navy / Dark Red)

What does casual
8 oz weight
mean?

CASUAL
4 inch
STRIPE

These shirts
feature a lighter,
finer fabric
with a more
contemporary
fit and the same
legendary quality
that you come to
expect from Barbarian.

Presented as our lighter-weight
version to our most popular
stripe pattern, these jerseys
provide an ideal yearround alternative.
Made with the same detail
and care as found in the
Acadia above.
See ShirtBuilder to have
fun designing your own
with unlimited colour
combinations.

4 inch CAS 003
(White / Red)

4 inch CAS 014
(White / Royal)
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Acadia CAS 219

(White / Pink / Navy)

4 inch CAS 002
(White / Navy)

4 inch CAS 208
(White / Yellow)

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

CASUAL WEIGHT
8 oz COTTON

CASUAL ACADIA

4 inch CAS 149
(Navy / Powder)

4 inch CAS 190
(White / Maroon)

4 inch CAS 004
(White / Bottle)
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HOOPS

Highly popular as both homecoming spirit wear and dorm wear, our
Rugby Socks feature a heel-and-toe construction with comfortable, and
absorbent terry-cushioned sole and the outer sock made of tough nylon.
Acrylic 3x1 rib pattern is elasticized to stay up and the double
knit cuff is easy to turn down. Stocked in colours shown.
Others colours can be custom ordered.

SOLIDS

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com
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BARBARIAN
RUGBY SOCKS

BARBARIANAvailable
RUGBY
SOCKS
in sizes 7 - 11, 10 - 13

TURNDOWNS
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24 piece minimum on all apparel.
Call toll free 1-800-465-1139

CREW and
V-NECK SHIRTS
Available as special order, these Crew and V-neck
shirts are made with the same quality materials
and techniques that our jerseys have become
famous for. Offered in both casual
and classic weight.
Available in unisex sizing.

ZIPPERED
HOODIES
These hoodies are made with the
same high quality material and
techniques that our jerseys
have become famous for.
Features include; elasticized
cuffs and waistband, doublelined hood for colour and
body, YKK zipper closure
and two front pockets.
Available in unisex sizes in both
casual and classic weight cotton.

V-NECK VESTS
These V-neck vests are ideal sorority
and club attire. Available in both casual
and classic weight, these feature a quality
finish on neck, arm, and bottom hem.

YOUTH SHIRTS
Everyone in the family can now wear
matching Barbarian rugby jerseys.
Four youth sizes are available in lighter
casual or the traditional classic weight materials. Built to the same high standard
as our full size garments.
See back page for size chart.

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

Barbarian
SPECIAL ORDER

SPECIAL ORDER PRODUCTS

See unisex size chart at the back.
Samples featured here show the
new Acadia stripe and solid.

SCARVES
Our rugby Scarf is 6 feet long! That’s long
enough to show off your logo no matter how
it’s worn. And because we make the scarves
after they are embroidered, you never see
the “ugly” side of the embroidery... nice!
72" x 7" Minimum of 54 pieces.

COTTON SKIRTS
A new way to show your school colours and spirit!
Designed to be versatile, comfortable and sporty,
these casual cotton skirts are offered in both
the light and classic weight materials.

CUSHIONS
Years after graduation this unique gift item
will always have a place in your home.
Classic weight cotton cover with a
zipper closure so it can be washed.
18" x 18" Multiples of 24 pieces.

They feature elasticized waistband,
draw-string and skirt side pockets.
Lady skirt sizes: 0-2, 4-6, 8-10, 12-14, 16-18
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Available via special order, call us at
1-800-465-1139 for more information.
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Our jerseys are designed to accommodate decoration in many different
positions and our in-house decoration department can assist you.

Appliqué
Letters or art stitched into
place. Fonts: Varsity, Pro Block
or Brush Script. Please call for
available sizes.

Cresting

Rugby Number Patch

Name Appliqué
For application of letters and numbers
directly on the garments or patch.

See below for more information.

DECORATIONS
With our in-house expertise and variety
of techniques, we can customize your
garments to achieve the look you want.
Call us for more information
1-800-465-1139

Embroidery

EMBROIDERY
Barbarian is proud to offer a full line
of custom embroidery services.
Our in-house custom services
feature banks of computerized
embroidery machines and
over 90 colours of thread
that allow you to create
your own distinctive look
with turn-around times
that are sure to please.
Call 1-800-465-1139
to discuss your needs.

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

MAKE IT YOURS
DECORATIONS

DECORATION FRIENDLY

Woven
Labels

Ask for details.

FONTS
Fonts available for
appliqué and heat
press.
Please call us for
more information
and ordering
1-800-465-1139
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Brush Script

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

RUGBY NUMBERS

Pro Block

Poly Twill - available in 4” or 9” sewn directly
onto the jersey or patch. Colour choices: black,
white, navy, red, royal, kelly, bottle, gold.

Varsity

Thermo Film - these digits are heat-pressed
directly to the jersey and are available in either
4” or 9” Colour choices: black, white, navy,
red, kelly, bottle, gold.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

PATCH OPTIONS
Poly Twill Patch - features our twill
digits sewn on a patch, and sewn directly
to your jersey (see box for shape options)
Colour choices: black, white, navy, red,
royal, bottle, gold.
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Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

BARBARIAN
CUSTOMIZATION

CUSTOMIZATION

We offer an assortment of options for your custom orders, 24 piece minimum.

SLEEVE
LENGTHS
We offer an assortment
of sleeve lengths on our
custom jerseys.

Long Sleeve

3/4 Sleeve

Short Sleeve

Traditional

Henley

COLLAR
OPTIONS
Choose from two types of collars,
the Traditional or the Henley.
Black

Navy
Bottle

Royal

White
Gold
Red

Casual
Classic

CUFF
OPTIONS

SHIRT BUILDER

W

e are proud to offer one of the most comprehensive
customer garment building tools on the market. We call
it ShirtBuilder, and with this tool you can make your shirts as
custom as you like.

We offer two types of
cuffs on our rugby
jerseys; traditional
stretch cuff, or
no cuff.

Step One: Select a style
Traditional

No Cuff

Step Two: Select a design

PLACKET TAPE
OPTIONS

Once you have selected your style, you will be prompted
with a menu of design options and colours.

Step Three: Finalize

The placket is the area under
the collar where the rubber
buttons are sewn.

When you are happy with your design, you can save it to your
personal studio, e-mail it to a friend, or print it out. Now you are
ready to place your order by working with the dealer of your choice.

Black

White
Navy

All rugby shirts, hoodies, and cardigans can be customized. Simply
visit www.barbarian.com, select the ShirtBuilder app and choose
the style you want.

Placket

ASK US
Not sure how to start
an order, call us,
1-800-465-1139.
We have a team who are more
than happy to help you through
the process of making your
custom jersey or shirt.

www.barbarian.com
Canadian made
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B

arbarian was originally founded to produce authentic rugby jerseys in 1981.
These were heavy duty, traditional cotton rugby jerseys made for the rigors
of the rugby field. With a focus on detail and design, Barbarian quickly rose to
be THE NAME in quality rugby gear.

Over time, the designs and material of the rugby jersey evolved. In the mid 90’s,
jerseys transitioned from conventional cotton game wear to high-performance
fabrics. Barbarian embraced these technological developments becoming known as
an industry innovator. While the actual game was moving away from the cotton rugby
shirt and into our Pro-Fit style, interest for the traditional cotton jersey was gaining
popularity with sports enthusiast and the fashion industry around the world.
With Barbarian already set to make small team runs of the traditional cotton game
jerseys, we were perfectly poised in this transition to produce small minimums of those
same jerseys for the fashion and spirit wear markets, thus allowing dealers the ability to
offer unique retail items on a small or large scale to suit their needs.
To this day, no other North American manufacturer can offer fully customizable,
authentic and classic rugby jerseys in as quick a turn-around time as Barbarian.
This is not only our strength – this is what makes Barbarian one of the truly
authentic brands of rugby apparel…
This is what makes Barbarian unique.

Customize your shirt www.barbarian.com

PROUDLY MADE
IN NORTH AMERICA

COTTON
COLOURS
Our 41 colours of yarn dyed cotton
combined with our ability to make short
custom production runs grew from our
capacity to make traditional rugby shirts
for 15 “man” rugby teams...
no other fashion worn
rugby shirt on the
market today can
make that claim.
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Long term employee Maria, does
her best to teach Santiago our
rugby playing model, how to sew.

BARBARIAN SPORTS WEAR INC.
575 Trillium Drive, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada, N2R 1J9
Telephone: 519 895-1932 • Fax: 519 895-0988 • Toll free: 1-800-465-1139
Email: customerservice@barbarian.com

www.barbarian.com
Printed in Canada • ® registered trademark of Barbarian Sports Wear Inc. • Copyright 2015

While every effort has been made to ensure accuracy we reserve the right to make changes without notice.

